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Binary Compounds of Boron and Beryllium:
A Rich Structural Arena with Space for Predictions

Andreas Hermann,*[a] N. W. Ashcroft,[b] and Roald Hoffmann[a]

Introduction

Beryllium and boron, neighbors in the periodic table with
element numbers four and five, could hardly be more differ-
ent in their elemental properties. Under standard conditions,
beryllium crystallizes in a hexagonal close-packed (hcp)
structure, and when compressed does not undergo a phase
transition up to pressures of 200 GPa[1] (it is predicted to
transform into a body-centered cubic (bcc) phase around
400 GPa).[2] Boron, on the other hand, crystallizes in a varie-
ty of complex structures that feature icosahedra as a familiar
motif. This is, of course, related to the electron deficiency of
the boron, which drives its tendency to form multicenter
bonds.[3] Elemental boron readily transforms into yet other
structures under moderate pressure and at low to moderate
temperatures.[4–11]

Although beryllium is a metal, in a sense it is barely so.
Its density of states (DOS) at the Fermi level is low; the
Fermi level reveals itself in a deep pseudogap that separates
2s from 2p states. In a way, Be(1s)2(2s)2 is akin to He(1s)2,
and, indeed, its chemistry is meager. Be is a superconductor,
albeit with a surprisingly low transition temperature Tc (con-
sidering that its Debye temperature is exceedingly high).[12]

Boron is a semiconductor but becomes a metal and also a
superconductor at very high pressures.[13] Both elements
have their applications: beryllium as window material in X-
ray equipment, as a wall liner in plasma fusion reactors,[14]

or as a stiff lightweight material in aerospace applications;
boron as a neutron moderator in nuclear reactors, or as a su-
perhard material by itself or as a key ingredient in alloys.[15]

What might happen if these two elements were brought
together? The known beryllium–boron phase diagram
(Figure 1, which includes the liquid region) features a varie-
ty of boron-rich phases, several high-temperature phases,
and the Be4B phase as the only beryllium-rich phase that is
stable at room temperature.[16,17] In a previous study, we
have studied the P= 1 atm properties of compounds BeBn

with n=2–4.[18] No crystallographic information is available
for the high-temperature Be2B3 compounds or for the BeB4

compound, and no high-pressure information appears to be
available for any of the phases, at least in the unclassified
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literature. The compounds with higher boron content are
generally not well characterized but probably contain B12

icosahedra with beryllium occupying interstitial sites.[19] It
could well be that the known health risks of working with
beryllium and its oxide have (appropriately) limited the ex-
ploration of the compounds of the element.

Some of the known phases in the Be�B phase diagram
are metallic. These include as noted pure beryllium, the Be-
rich Be4B phase, and the Be4.9B13.5 phase (or “BeB2.75”); see
below. For other phases, the electronic properties are not
known; it should be expected that compounds with higher
beryllium content are more likely to assume a metallic state,
and we will comment on the specific cases in the discussion
below.

Here, we engage high-level numerical and computational
methods to study beryllium–boron compounds in their static
ground-state conditions by using density functional theory
(for details, see the Supporting Information and references
therein).[19–33] Finite temperature effects are not included in
our calculations, but we assess the dynamic stability of the
various candidate compounds. Even though beryllium and
boron are relatively light elements, ground-state enthalpy
differences between different phases are usually large
enough that we do not expect them to be affected qualita-
tively by the omission of dynamic contributions. For a repre-
sentative set of structures of BeB2, including a variety of
binding scenarios, zero-point energies at P= 1 atm are
within 10–20 meV per atom of each other. We concentrate
on the beryllium-rich side of the phase diagram and avoid
the complex boron-rich compounds (BeBm with m>4),
which often appear with partial occupancies and very large
unit cells. For various stoichiometries, we examined struc-
ture types found in other combinations of Group 2–13 ele-
ments in the Inorganic Crystal Structure Data (ICSD) data-
base.[34,35] And for selected stoichiometries and pressures we
performed unbiased structure searches by using evolutionary

algorithms[25,36–39] to obtain low-enthalpy structural candi-
dates.

Results and Discussion

Molecular beryllium�boron compounds : If their structures
are available, molecular compounds provide us with a P=

1 atm guidepost for a reasonable B�Be bonding interaction.
Beryllium chemistry is not extensive;[40] there appears to be
only one compound that has a direct, unsupported Be�B
bond, the X-ray diffraction structure of which has been de-
termined, as shown in Figure 2a, with a B�Be separation of
2.05 �.[41]

A number of beryllium borohydrides in which the B and
Be atoms are linked by hydrogen bridges, and in which the
separation of the two heavier atoms is quite short, also exist.
The parent structure of these is an old compound, Be ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(BH4)2,
synthesized by Burg and Schlesinger in 1940[42] (for a history
of this compound, see also ref. [43]). The crystal structure of
Be ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(BH4)2, in the polymeric form shown in Figure 2d, was
determined by Marynick and Lipscomb.[44] It contains a heli-
cal polymer with two hydrogen bridges between Be and B,
and the bridged Be�B separations are 1.97 and 2.00 �. A
similar bonding type is found in Be ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(B3H8)2, with Be�B dis-
tances of 1.97–1.98 �.[45] Recently, a carbene-stabilized com-
plex of Be ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(BH4)2 was synthesized, with Be�B separations of
1.95 and 1.96 �.[46]

The bonding in the latter group of compounds is expected
to be mainly through the hydrogen bridges, although, just as
in the archetypical diborane (B2H6), there remains a core

Figure 1. The experimental beryllium–boron binary phase diagram at P=

1 atm. We will focus on the low-temperature region. Reprinted with per-
mission of ASM International. All rights reserved. http://www.asminter-
national.org.

Figure 2. A selection of molecular compounds containing linked Be�B
units: a) (B5H8)BeCp, b) BeACHTUNGTRENNUNG(B3H8)2, c) (C3N2R2)BeACHTUNGTRENNUNG(BH4)2, and d) poly-
meric Be ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(BH4)2. Large gray (medium green, small white) spheres indi-
cate beryllium (boron, hydrogen) atoms; other atoms are labeled. Figure
part (a) reprinted with permission from ref. [41]; copyright 1979 Ameri-
can Chemical Society.
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ambiguity about the extent of Be�B direct bonding in these
bridged structures. In any event, just from these few exam-
ples it is clear that Be�B separations of 1.95–2.05 � are
normal in molecules. And similar distances have been found
in the crystal structure of BeB2C2, with Be�B separations of
2.02–2.07 �.[47]

Experimentally known solid phases, enthalpies, and proper-
ties : In Figure 3, we plot the relative enthalpies of formation
DHf in the ground state with respect to the crystalline solid
phases of elements Be and B, as obtained from our calcula-

tions, over a range of pressures and for four stoichiometries:
the experimentally well-characterized Be4B and Be2B, and
two compounds whose crystal structure are unknown, Be2B3

and BeB4, but for which we have made the best structural
estimates available to us (see below for details). We will dis-
cuss other stoichiometries as well.

A negative enthalpy of formation indicates that the mix-
ture is more stable than the separated elements. The convex
hull of all known DHf values at a given pressure gives the
stable mixtures in the ground state, with respect to decom-
position into other binary or unary phases. At P=1 atm, we
find only Be4B and Be2B3 to be stable (next to the elemental
crystals of beryllium and boron). The high-temperature
phase Be2B in our calculations is unstable in the ground
state with respect to B and Be4B by less than 100 meV per
atom. Under pressure, Be2B becomes much more stable, as
we will see, whereas Be4B shows the opposite behavior.
Thus, at a pressure of P= 80 GPa, the reaction Be4B(s)!

2 Be(s)+ Be2B(s) would have a negative DHf (“(s)” indicates
that we compare the solid phases here), whereas at P=

1 atm it would have a positive DHf. However, other “escape
routes” are possible, and more (ideally, all) stoichiometries
of BexBy have to be studied to ascertain the stable phases.

Below, we discuss briefly the experimentally known struc-
tures, followed by a discussion of proposed structures for
other experimentally known stoichiometries. We caution the
reader that our especial composition trajectory, chosen for
clarity in a complex phase diagram, means that Figure 3 is
not yet the complete theoretically predicted phase diagram.
Other, new stoichiometries might well enter the picture, and
some of the phases shown in Figure 3 might turn out not to
lie on the convex hull. The complete calculated phase dia-
gram will be shown below.

Be4B : This structure crystallizes in space group 129,
P4/nmm, with two formula units per unit cell. As seen in
Figure 4, Be4B can be viewed as an ABC stacking, in which
“A” and “C” are slabs of a base-centered tetragonal Be lat-
tice with a boron atom each on one of the faces, and “B” is
a fully face-centered tetragonal Be lattice slab.[48]

Alternatively, and this is visualized in the right-hand
panel of Figure 4, the structure can be seen as composed of
alternating layers of a face-centered tetragonal Be lattice
with those of a BeB lattice of Be-centered boron tetrahedra
that share vertices and faces. This view helps us understand
why the boron atoms in the “A” and “C” base-centered tet-
ragonal Be lattices are not in the center of the respective Be
face: this would result in strained boron tetrahedra. Another
variant would be to place the boron atoms in the “A” and
“C” layers on the same Be faces, thus replacing the boron
tetrahedra with planar arrangements. This costs about
1.2 eV per unit cell ; the formation of Be-centered tetrahe-
dra is then clearly favored here.

Figure 3. Relative ground-state enthalpies of formation per atom for the
experimentally known BexBy stoichiometries, depending on Be atomic
content, and for various pressures. This is not the complete theoretical
phase diagram, as it does not yet include some new stoichiometries we
predict here.

Figure 4. Left: Experimental (room-temperature) Be4B crystal structure.
Right: Optimized theoretical Be4B crystal structure (ground state) at P=

1 atm, with a different definition of the sublattices (shaded); see text.
Gray (green) spheres denote beryllium (boron) atoms.
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The structural parameters of the optimized ground-state
structure agree very well with experimental room-tempera-
ture data, as shown in Table 1. The Be�Be separations in
the “B” layer are as short as 2.08 � (slightly shorter than in
pure beryllium with dACHTUNGTRENNUNG(Be�Be)= 2.21 �); and the B�Be sep-
arations are between 2.08 and 2.37 � (longer than B�Be
separations in molecules with hydrogen bridges between Be
and B: 1.78[49] or 1.92 �;[44] but comparable with separations
in molecules with direct Be�B bonds of 2.05 �).[41]

Be4B is a metal, but as with Be it features a pronounced
pseudogap in its density of states (DOS) around the Fermi
energy (see Figure 5). Interestingly, the DOS is basically

constant around the Fermi energy. Note from the band
structure that along several directions in the Brillouin zone
steep bands cross the Fermi level; their approximate lineari-
ty around the Fermi level can be related to the flat DOS
near that energy. The states in this energy region are mostly
localized around the beryllium atoms in layer “B”.

An evolutionary structure search at P= 60 GPa with Z= 2
formula units per cell did not reveal any other competitive
structure; hence we believe the P4/nmm structure to be the
optimal one for this stoichiometry, even at elevated pres-
sures and possibly temperatures. However, as Figure 3
shows, Be4B does not survive an increase in pressure; it be-
comes unstable with respect to elementary Be and other bi-
naries of beryllium and boron.

Be2B : The high-temperature Be2B phase crystallizes in the
cubic fluorite CaF2 structure, space group 225, Fm3̄m, with
four formula units per conventional unit cell.[33] Two other

X2Y structures are found among the Group 2/
Group 13 binaries: one is the Mg2In structure
(space group 189, P6̄2m, three formula units per
cell),[50] the other is the closely related Mg2Ga struc-
ture (space group 190, P6̄2c, with six formula units
per cell).[51] These three structures are shown in Fig-
ures 6 and 8 (structural information for these and
all other phases discussed here can be found in the

Supporting Information). The Mg2Ga structure is also found
in a system with a very different electron count, namely,
Li2Sb.[52,53]

Of these three ground-state structures, the CaF2 structure
is the most stable at atmospheric pressures, but it becomes
unstable with respect to both hexagonal structures as pres-
sure increases (see Figure 7). Our optimized CaF2 lattice
constant of 4.57 � agrees well with the experimental value
of 4.663 �.[33] We also performed evolutionary structure
searches for Be2B, at P=1 atm with four formula units in
the unit cell, and at P=160 GPa with six formula units in
the unit cell. The resultant low-enthalpy structure at atmos-
pheric pressure has C2/m symmetry and two formula units
in the unit cell. The C2/m structure is also shown in
Figure 6. It consists of a (significantly distorted) network of
hexagonal Be channels, and B dimers within those channels

Table 1. Structural parameters of the P4/nmm phase of Be4B, from calculations and
experimental (room-temperature) data. The atomic positions are given in fractional
coordinates.

a [�] c [�] V [�3] Be1 Be2 B

Exptl[48] 3.38(1) 7.06(2) 80.7(7) 0 0 0.304 0 0.5 0.481 0 0.5 0.169
this work, ground state 3.35 7.00 78.6 0 0 0.305 0 0.5 0.481 0 0.5 0.169

Figure 6. Left: Be2B in the ground-state CaF2 structure. Middle: the C2/
m structure, at P =1 atm. Right: Coordination polyhedron of B2 units in
the C2/m structure.

Figure 5. From left: Electronic band structure, density of states per elec-
tron, and Fermi surface of Be4B, at P=1 atm. Also shown are constant
energy surfaces above and below the Fermi energy.

Figure 7. Ground-state enthalpies per atom of various Be2B crystal struc-
tures, relative to our predicted low-enthalpy C2/m structure. The struc-
ture labeled Fm3̄m is the CaF2 structure.
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(they run into the plane of the paper in Figure 6). Each B2

unit is surrounded by a Be14 polyhedron. The B�B separa-
tion of 1.94 � is significantly longer than in solid boron at
P=1 atm (for which d ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(B�B)=1.66 � for 2c–2e interactions,
and 1.75–1.80 � for icosahedral multicenter bonds), but it is
within the range of a bonding interaction.

In an ionic picture, where each beryllium atom adopts
Be2+ , each boron atom is also formally B4�, one short of an
octet. It makes sense that such 7-electron B atoms would
then dimerize to form formal B2 units (the charge will be
screened by Be2+ ions) that are isoelectronic to F2.

We see here once again the workings of the Zintl–Klemm
formalism.[54–56] In this most useful solid-state chemistry con-
cept, in an AxEy compound in which A is an electropositive
element (alkali metal or alkaline earth) and E a more elec-
tronegative main-group element, one first anticipates elec-
tron transfer from A to E, followed by octet-dictated bond
formation among the larger A anions.

Interestingly, we find that at P=1 atm the static C2/m
structure has a lower total energy than the experimentally
observed CaF2 structure (by just 70 meV per formula unit).
Accordingly, we would therefore encourage an experimental
search for this structure.

As the pressure is raised, new ground-state structures
evolve for Be2B (see Figure 7). These are based on the
Mg2In P6̄2m structure shown in Figure 8. A little lower in

enthalpy is also a P6̄2c structure (found in Mg2Ga), in which
two out of the three B chains in the unit cell undergo what
could be viewed as a Peierls distortion, a pairing to form B2

units (the B�B separation is 1.71 � in a pair at 100 GPa).
And lower still in enthalpy, but by just 30 meV per formula
unit at 100 GPa, is a P321 structure, the most stable we have
found. In the Supporting Information we discuss the trans-
formations between these structures in greater detail. Simi-
lar structural motifs of boron chains in atomic channels are
seen in the slightly boron-deficient system LiB1�x (x= 0–
0.2), in which Li atoms form a hexagonal sublattice, the
channels of which along the [0001] direction are filled by
equidistant chains of boron atoms, which are non-commen-
surate with the Li sublattice.[29,57, 58]

The structures we find are metallic, as could probably be
expected because of the high beryllium content. Whereas
the CaF2 structure observed at P=1 atm is actually a very
good metal, as judged by its density of states near the Fermi
energy, the other structures feature quite deep pseudogaps
around the Fermi energy (Figure 9); these structures are
rapidly stabilized by pressure. The CaF2 structure for Be2B
has been proposed as a potential superconductor,[59] and its
transition temperature has been estimated as Tc =5–10 K.[60]

But the computed enthalpies suggest that this phase has
little chance of surviving compression.

Be2B3 : A high-temperature compound (T>1390 8C) of
Be2B3 stoichiometry has been reported, but no details of its
crystal structure are available thus far.[16] The only other
X2Y3 compound in Groups 2/Group 13 that we are aware of
is Mg2Al3, the atoms of which are known to randomly
occupy the sites of a face-centered cubic (fcc) lattice.[61]

We performed an evolutionary structure search on Be2B3

binaries at P=80 GPa, with two formula units per cell. The
relative enthalpies of the most promising candidate struc-
tures are compiled in Figure 10, and the most stable struc-
ture at P=80 GPa (and at all lower pressures) is of R3̄m
symmetry (see Figure 11).

This structure features linear Be-B3-Be units along the
rhombohedral [111] directions, or hexagonal c axis, not
unlike what is seen, for example, in the Bi2Te3 structure.[62]

In the latter, however, the atoms are not actually bonded
along the c axis, unlike the Be2B3 structure found here. At
P=1 atm, the atomic separations along the Be-B3-Be units
are Be�B= 1.82 � and B�B= 1.73 �, both of which are def-
initely of bonding-contact character, as judged by structures
of molecular compounds cited above. All boron atoms are
eightfold coordinated (see Figure 11), whereas the “termi-
nating” beryllium atoms are sevenfold coordinated, but with
an empty coordination site along the c axis.

One can interpret this structure in a rather different way
as well. We might see in it the special features of Be2B

Figure 8. Left: The ground-state P6̄2m structure of Be2B at P =160 GPa;
From middle to right: Cuts through the [1120] plane of the respective
unit cells of P6̄2m, P6̄2c, and P321 (not to scale), with B atoms shown as
green spheres. Atomic displacement (d) is indicative of B�B dimeriza-
tion.

Figure 9. Electronic densities of states per electron of various Be2B
phases: Fm3̄m and C2/m at P =1 atm; and P321 at P=160 GPa. All are
clearly metallic.
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sheets in the hexagonal basal plane, which alternate with
graphitic-like boron nets along the hexagonal c axis. In
Figure 11, a top view of the Be2B sheets is shown: the boron
nets are buckled, with all beryllium atoms positioned above
or below the plane of the boron atoms. The latter are then
the central atoms of the ensuing linear Be-B3-Be units.

An analysis of the electron localization function (ELF)[63]

for the R3̄m structure shows bonding within and between
the Be-B3-Be units (see Figure 11). The highest ELF values,
found between adjacent boron atoms (typically about 0.85),
indicate covalent-like bonding between these, but ELF
maxima are also found between beryllium and its neighbor-
ing boron atoms. It follows that, whereas the linear Be-B3-
Be unit is an essential feature of the R3̄m structure, Be2B3 is
basically still a three-dimensional solid.

The electronic DOS also corroborates this (see Figure 11):
features indicative of a low-dimensional electronic struc-

ture—for instance, BeB3Be “molecules”—are missing. In-
stead, the DOS is dominated by an impressive pseudogap
(Be2B3 is metallic in our calculations, thus revealing yet an-
other metallic Be�B compound). To reach the bottom of
this pseudogap, one would need a total valence electron
count of 14 (the Be2B3 unit cell has 13 valence electrons).
This suggests a BeB4 stoichiometry, which we have studied
and comment on below. Other ground-state structures (of
C2/m and P21/m symmetry) become stable with respect to
the R3̄m structure at pressures above 100 GPa (typical com-
pression V0/V=1.4). These are discussed in the Supporting
Information; no Be2Be3 structure appears on the convex
hull above 80 GPa.

If we follow the experimental P=1 atm phase diagram
(Figure 1), crystals that correspond to the compositions we
just discussed (Be2B and Be2B3) should decompose into
Be4B and Be4.9Be13.5 (or “BeB2.75”; see below), whereas we
are now finding them to be stable compounds (see
Figure 3). The discussion of the complicated “BeBe2.75”
phase below will shortly resolve this issue.

BeB4 : This stoichiometry is also known experimentally at
room temperatures, even though no details of its crystal
structure are available to date.[16] The same stoichiometry is,
however, found in a variety of Group 2/Group 13 binaries:
MgB4, in Pnam symmetry, with four formula units per unit
cell ;[64] CaB4, in P4/mbm symmetry, with four formula units
per cell (small amounts of added carbon or external pres-
sure seem necessary for its synthesis);[65–67] the BaAl4 struc-
ture type of I4/mmm symmetry with two formula units per
cell, which is also found in the CaGa4, SrGa4, BaGa4, and
BaIn4 systems;[68] and a distorted variant of the last struc-
ture, with C2/m symmetry and two formula units per cell, as
found in CaGa4.

[69]

Clearly, there is room for a theoretical prediction of the
structure of BeB4 here, and elsewhere[18] we have discussed
the properties of this compound at P= 1 atm in great detail,
together with other boron-rich Be�B compounds (see also
below). Here we give only a short summary of the proper-
ties of BeB4 at atmospheric pressure, and then concentrate
on the high-pressure phase transitions.

At P=1 atm, we find that BeB4 is most stable in a struc-
ture of P212121 symmetry, which is closely related to the
MgB4 structure type. It is still, however, unstable with re-
spect to stoichiometric decomposition into the crystal struc-
tures of the elements (see Figure 3 and ref. [18]). The
P212121 structure features a 3D boron network with berylli-
um atoms in interstitial sites (see Figure 12, inset). The main
structural motifs of the boron sublattice are singly capped
edge-sharing pentagons, with bonds that involve the “cap-
ping” B atoms then providing the three-dimensional struc-
ture. The B�B separations in this structure range from 1.63
to 1.82 �; however, Be�B separations are 1.91 � or longer
(as discussed for the Be4B compound above, and not unusu-
al in molecular compounds with Be�B bonds), and the ber-
yllium atoms are located close to the centers of the largest
cavities within the unit cell.

Figure 10. Relative enthalpies of possible ground-state structures for
Be2B3, as dependent on pressure and scaled relative to the low-pressure
R3̄m phase.

Figure 11. The R3̄m ground-state structure of Be2B3 at P =1 atm. Left:
Rhombohedral unit cell, centered on the Be-B3-Be unit (thick bonds
drawn), and thin bonds drawn between these units (with d=1.93–
2.06 �). Middle: ELF isosurface plot, centered on the Be-B3-Be unit.
Orange (yellow) surfaces are drawn at ELF =0.80 (0.65). Right: Top
view onto the Be2B layer in the hexagonal basal plane (two shades of Be
atoms are for atoms above and below the plane), and electronic DOS
per electron.
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A ground-state structure of R3̄m symmetry, constructed
from the R3̄m structure of Be2B3 discussed above by replac-
ing one beryllium atom with a boron atom, is not stable at
atmospheric or indeed any higher pressures. However,
under pressure, the P212121 structure also becomes rapidly
unstable with respect to a variety of other structures we
have obtained from an evolutionary structure search (with
two formula units per cell and at P=80 GPa). The first of
these, of P1̄ symmetry and dynamically stable, becomes
stable with respect to the P212121 structure around P=

15 GPa. It features a boron network similar to the P212121

structure, but with severely distorted capped pentagons, and
with beryllium atoms again in rather asymmetrical intersti-
tial positions.

At higher pressures we do find BeB4 to be a stable stoi-
chiometry in the Be�B system, indeed highly stable. A
Cmcm structure we found in our structure search emerges
as the most preferred enthalpically, and this structure is the
global minimum for BeB4 if pressures are P=50 GPa or
higher (see Figure 12). It is also dynamically stable at P�
40 GPa (at lower pressures it is a saddle point on the poten-
tial-energy surface, and the enthalpy of its formation can be
lowered slightly through a distortion to a lower symmetry
P21/m structure; see Figure 12). In the Supporting Informa-
tion we discuss the CaGa4 alternative (in the original struc-
ture-type space group C2/m, but optimized in the space
group Fmm2) with similar structural features, but always
with higher ground-state enthalpy; the local environment of
the Be atoms in the CaGa4 structure type (a cage of two six-
membered B rings in “boat” conformation) is also found at
the metal atoms in MnB4 and CrB4.

[70,71]

The high-pressure Cmcm structure (Figure 13) features a
3D boron network with beryllium atoms in interstitial posi-
tions, a geometry much more “regular” than in the struc-
tures stable at P=1 atm. There are “layers” of boron atoms
in the ab plane, which are bonded along the c axis, and alter-

nate with layers of interstitial beryllium. In particular, the
boron layers in the Cmcm structure feature rows of edge-
sharing buckled six-membered boron rings. The layers are in
turn connected through four-membered boron rings. The
beryllium atoms are then sandwiched between buckled B6

rings, which are in a “chair” conformation (a wurtzitane-like
environment, see the coordination polyhedra of Be indicat-
ed in Figure 13). The boron network immediately surround-
ing the Be atoms has the interesting structure of hexagonal
diamond, lonsdaleite.

The Cmcm structure (more precisely, its boron sublattice)
repeats structural features of Z carbon, a proposed new
phase for compressed cold graphite.[72] However, if we use
the Z-carbon structure itself to establish the boron sublattice
and occupy its cavities selectively with beryllium atoms, we
find it not to be a competitive structure for BeB4 at any
pressure.

Were the four-membered rings in the Cmcm structure re-
duced to single B�B bonds along c by removing two boron
atoms per ring (thus creating buckled graphitic sheets in the
ab plane), the stoichiometry would be BeB2 and the struc-
ture-type CaIn2, which we actually do find as a stable high-
pressure phase for BeB2; see the discussion below. There,
the boron sublattice indeed has the hexagonal diamond
lonsdaleite structure.

Filling the gaps—other stoichiometries : So far we have dis-
cussed only the simpler known stoichiometries. It is now
time to introduce the more complete (and complex) Be�B
phase diagram shown in Figure 14. It includes the very
stable (at P=1 atm) “BeB2.75” phase (experimental assign-
ment Be29.5B81),[18] as well as BeB2, BeB3, BeB4, and Be5B2.
There are also phases that make up (or come close to) the
convex hull at higher pressures, including the “missing” 1:1
stoichiometry.

Compounds with 20 to 33 % of atomic beryllium content : At
P=1 atm, and around room temperature, this region of the
phase diagram (it includes the compositions BeBx with x=

2–4) has been the subject of much experimental uncertainty

Figure 12. Ground-state enthalpies of formation of various BeB4 crystal
structures, relative to the high-pressure phase of Cmcm symmetry (see
text). The last two structures correspond to (or are derived from) known
structure types, see text. Inset shows two views of the P212121 structure at
P= 1 atm.

Figure 13. The ground-state Cmcm crystal structure of BeB4 obtained
from evolutionary structure search, at P =80 GPa. Be coordination poly-
hedra are indicated.
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and debate over the years. We believe we might now have
clarified the complex structural story, which features off-sto-
ichiometry structures, vacancies, and partial occupations, in
a separate publication,[18] so we will only summarize those
P=1 atm results briefly for each compound and then move
on to high-pressure effects by proceeding sequentially.

BeB2 : The stoichiometry BeB2 has been the subject of ex-
tensive experimental studies that span several deca-
des.[33,73–76] The most recent single-crystal X-ray diffraction
studies assigned it the stoichiometry “BeB2.75”, which crys-
tallizes in a quite complicated structure. This is the phase
marked as Be4.9B13.5 in the experimental phase diagram
(Figure 1). It has also been assumed that BeB2 would crys-
tallize, as does MgB2, in the AlB2 structure,[77–79] and this is
especially true in several computational contributions fol-
lowing the discovery of superconductivity in MgB2.

[80–82] It is
not quite as simple: we find that at atmospheric pressure,
the most stable structure for BeB2 is cubic, with a diamond-
oid boron network and beryllium atoms occupying intersti-
tial tetrahedral sites.[18] This structure can be understood in
terms of the Zintl–Klemm concept,[54, 83] since beryllium do-
nates its electrons to a (B�) network that is isoelectronic to
carbon. This structure is semiconducting and dynamically
stable.

There are a number of other structure types in the
Group 2/Group 13 binaries: the CaAl2 structure (space
group 227, Fd3̄m, eight formula units per cell, prototype
MgCu2, the cubic C15 Laves phase);[84] the SrAl2 structure
(space group 74, Imma, four formula units per cell, proto-
type CeCu2, a structure type with hundreds of binary and
ternary representatives);[85] the CaIn2 and MgGa2 structure
(space group 194, P63/mmc, two formula units per cell);[86, 87]

and another MgGa2 structure (space group 55, Pbam, eight
formula units per cell).[88]

Amongst the known structure types, we find the CaIn2

structure to be the most stable in the ground state. Its boron
sublattice has the hexagonal diamond structure, and berylli-
um atoms occupy its holes. The structure can be constructed
from the AlB2 structure type by doubling the unit cell along
z and introducing buckling in the graphitic B sheets so that
the B atoms form a tetrahedrally connected network (see
Figure 15). It is, however, unstable at low pressures towards

a symmetry-lowering that breaks the near-perfect tetrahe-
dral B�B coordination, and moves beryllium atoms away
from the centers of the cavities in the boron framework.
The resulting structure, of Pnma symmetry, is also shown in
Figure 15. The beryllium atoms are close to a buckled B6

ring, hence shortest Be�B separations are 1.85 � at P=

1 atm, somewhat shorter than the 2.02–2.07 � found experi-
mentally in BeB2C2, which features similar coordination of
Be to a six-membered mixed B/C ring.[47]

Under high pressure (P�160 GPa), the CaIn2 structure
for BeB2 is very stable and dominates the convex hull plot
of the ground-state enthalpies of the Be�B phase diagram
(Figure 16). From an electronegativity perspective, its stabil-
ity can again be explained by beryllium donating its two va-
lence electrons to a (B�) network that then becomes isoelec-
tronic to carbon, in particular hexagonal diamond. We
therefore have another version of a classical Zintl system,

Figure 14. Relative ground-state enthalpies of formation per atom for all
Be�B phases included in this study.

Figure 15. Ground-state BeB2 crystal structures. From left to right: F4̄3m,
CaIn2-P63/mmc, and Pnma structures. All at P =1 atm.

Figure 16. Ground-state enthalpies of formation of various BeB2 phases,
relative to the MgB2 structure with P6/mmm symmetry. Note that the
SrAl2 structure transforms into the MgB2 structure at low pressures.
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typified by NaTl.[54, 83] In contrast to MgB2, which forms
graphitic layers, the smaller (atomic or ionic) size of berylli-
um allows boron to form a three-dimensional network,
which is more stable. Electronically, the transition from the
F4̄3m structure to the CaIn2 P63/mmc structure is associated
with an insulator–metal transition. In fact, all other BeB2

structures we studied, except for the F4̄3m structure, are
metallic (see Figure 17, and see the Supporting Information
for how the DOS at the Fermi level evolves as pressure is
increased).

BeB3 : A somewhat more boron-rich composition than BeB2

is BeB3.This stoichiometry is only found in MgIn3 (space
group 221, Pm3̄m, one formula unit per cell) amongst the
Group 2/Group 13 binaries, and it crystallizes in the AuCu3

structure type. We find that using this structure for BeB3

does not lead to a stable structure at any pressure studied:
at P=1 atm, DHf = ++ 0.86 eV per atom with respect to sepa-
ration into the elements.

As a side note, Au3Cu is known and has the same struc-
ture type as AuCu3. It is rare that a compound AnBm and its
“stoichiometric inverse” AmBn crystallize in the same struc-
ture type. Here, we find the AuCu3 structure to be the most
stable for Be3B, the “inverse” of BeB3 (see the Supporting
Information for details).

We performed evolutionary structure searches for BeB3 at
P=1 atm and P=160 GPa by using Z=4 formula units per
cell, respectively. The relative enthalpies of formation of the
best candidate ground-state structures are shown in
Figure 18. Two distinct classes of structures emerge, stable
in different pressure regimes (within the Be�B phase dia-
gram, BeB3 is stable at P�160 GPa). At low pressures, dif-
ferent monoclinic structures of P21/m, Cm and C2/m sym-
metry, are most stable. These structures are metallic layered
compounds (see Figure 19).[18]

Under pressure and in the ground state, the graphitic
boron sheets are calculated to be unstable with respect to
formation of three-dimensional boron networks, as seen by
the rapid destabilization of these structures portrayed in

Figure 18. Indeed, the high-pressure C2/m structure is simi-
lar to the CaIn2 structure type, which is stable in BeB2: we
find hexagonal diamondlike boron networks with beryllium
atoms in the interstitial positions. Because of the higher
boron atomic content (than BeB2), direct B�B contacts
without beryllium interstitials occur (these are drawn as
thick lines in Figure 20 to distinguish them from features of
the CaIn2 structure).

To summarize, we find very similar structural features for
the high-pressure phases of BeB2, BeB3, and BeB4: essen-
tially tetrahedrally coordinated boron atoms in a lonsdaleite

Figure 17. Electronic DOS per electron for BeB2 in various structure
types (space groups indicated), all at P=1 atm.

Figure 18. Ground-state enthalpies of formation for various BeB3 struc-
tures, shown with respect to the C2 structure.

Figure 19. Predicted ground-state BeB3 crystal structures. Top: C2/m
structure, side view and top view onto B layer. Bottom left: P21/m struc-
ture. Bottom right: Cm structure. All at P= 1 atm.
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arrangement, with beryllium atoms occupying interstitial
sites. At high pressures, all these stoichiometries are part of
the convex hull, with basically a linear dependence of the
enthalpy of formation on the beryllium content. This sug-
gests that various other stoichiometries BeBx (with x lying
between 2 and 4) could also be stable, and constructed
simply by choosing the width of individual lonsdaleite-boron
layers to match the respective macroscopic stoichiometry.
At low pressures, the situation is different, because the
phase diagram is dominated by the complex “BeB2.75” struc-
ture, which is presented below.

“BeB2.75”: This unusual stoichiometry was assigned from
analysis of single-crystal X-ray information and is associated
with a large hexagonal unit cell, with (after refinement of
the structure) a stoichiometry of Be29.5B81 per unit cell,
which is very close to (but not quite) Be4B11 or BeB2.75.

[75]

The compound was found to be a superconductor.[76] The
elucidation of its true structure also potentially explains dis-
crepancies in the literature about Be�B compounds that
range from BeB2 to BeB3.

The experimental crystal structure has partial occupancies
on various lattice sites, as shown in Figure 21. We modeled
this system by using the original unit cell, with stoichiometry
Be29B81 (i.e, BeB2.79, compared to BeB2.75 in the experimental
structure). In doing so, we ignored the partially occupied
site Be13, which contributes another 0.5 Be atoms per unit
cell when summed up over four lattice sites, each with occu-
pancy 0.125. There are several ways to distribute the atoms
over the remaining partially occupied lattice sites, and if
some restrictions on minimum Be�Be and B�B separations
are followed, six different unit cells (four of P6̄m2 and two
of P3m1 symmetry) can be constructed. The enthalpies of
formation at P=1 atm range from DHf =�40–125 meV per
atom for these different arrangements, thus making this
compound the most stable Be�B compound in the phase di-

agram, and in fact the only stable binary compound up to
pressures of about 20 GPa. At higher pressures, other stoi-
chiometries are stabilized; first and foremost is BeB2 as a
Zintl compound.

More details on the stability of Be29B81, and the manner
in which its electronic properties relate to its polyhedral
structural motifs, can be found in our full paper on this
phase.[18] Here, our purpose is to point out that the polyhe-
dral skeleton of the structure is complemented by beryllium
atoms in various interstitial sites. This allows for the con-
struction of structures of slightly different stoichiometries by
systematically filling specific cavities in the polyhedral back-
bone of BeB2.79. The relative enthalpies of formation of
these different phases, as dependent on pressure, are shown
in Figure 22, together with the phases BeB2, BeB3, and
BeB4. In fact, only one of those phases is competitive in en-
thalpic terms, namely, that of Be26B84 stoichiometry. This
structure is semiconducting, as it conforms to the polyhedral
electron-sum rules.[89,90] It is constructed by assigning half of
the mixed Be/B occupied lattice sites to boron atoms alone.
This phase is close to the convex hull at 1 atm, and also part

Figure 20. The ground-state high-pressure C2/m structure of BeB3, shown
at P=320 GPa. Direct B�B separations between hexagonal diamond
layers are drawn as thick lines.

Figure 21. Experimental crystal structure of “BeB2.75” at P=1 atm and
T= 120 K,[75] as seen along the c axis (top) and within the ab plane
(bottom). Green (gray) spheres denote boron (beryllium) atoms, and par-
tially filled spheres indicate partially occupied lattice sites. Green polyhe-
dra indicate B12 icosahedra, red polyhedra the Be3B12 units, and orange
polyhedra the Be6B21 units with most of the partial occupancies (see
ref. [18]).
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of it at low pressures (P=20 GPa). However, the BeB2,
BeB3, and BeB4 structures discussed earlier are far more
stable at high pressures than this or any other phase subse-
quently derived from BeB2.79.

The 1:1 compound BeB : Stoichiometries of 1:1 grace many
phase diagrams, but to date BeB has not been found experi-
mentally. We attempted at some length to find a suitable
structure, but, as will be seen, we are only able to report
that it does not come close to stability in our calculations.
Among the other elements of Groups 2 and 13, this stoichi-
ometry is found in the MgIn structure (prototype CuAu,
space group P4/mmm, one formula unit per cell),[91] the
CaIn structure (prototype CsCl, space group Pm3̄m, one for-
mula unit per cell),[92] the CaGa structure (prototype TlI,
space group Cmcm, four formula units per cell),[93] and the
MgGa structure (prototype LiSi, space group I41/a, 16 for-
mula units per cell).[50] The latter is shown in Figure 23: the
MgGa structure consists of two interpenetrating networks of
Be dimers and B atoms. The CuAu structure found in MgIn
is not enthalpically competitive in our calculations.

We also performed an evolutionary structure search at
P=60 GPa, with four formula units per cell. From a variety
of low enthalpy structural candidates, two structures
emerged that are competitive at low pressures (see
Figure 24). These structures, of R3̄m and C2/m symmetry,
respectively, are shown in Figure 23. The R3̄m structure has
linear Be-B-B-Be units, but these are within bonding separa-
tions of each other, as the coordination polyhedra (in the
Supporting Information) clearly show. Hence, this is a fully
three-dimensional structure, with each Be atom tenfold-co-
ordinated, and each B atom eightfold-coordinated. The
C2/m structure, however, consists of two-dimensional buck-

led B sheets that are interpenetrated and also separated by
Be dimers. These dimers (Figure 23 shows the structure at
P=60 GPa) will merge under even higher pressure to form
a three-dimensional beryllium network.

At high pressures, P�80 GPa, the I41/a structure found in
MgGa is enthalpically favored, as seen in Figure 24. In this
structure, and in line with an ionic (Zintl) view of the struc-
ture as Be2+B2�, the five-valence-electron boron atoms
should be capable of forming three bonds, and are indeed
threefold-connected to other boron atoms. This feature is
commonly found in the crystal structures of Group 15 ele-
ments P, As, and Sb, and the I41/a structure is metastable: at
high pressure it is a local minimum as indicated by a
phonon analysis; but it is not stable, for example, at
160 GPa, with respect to decomposition into BeB2 and
Be5B2.

Figure 22. Ground-state enthalpies of formation per atom for BeB2.75-
based structures. The convex hulls at the various pressures are drawn.

Figure 23. Enthalpically favored ground-state BeB structures at various
pressures: a) hexagonal unit cell of R3̄m structure of BeB, at P =1 atm;
b) the C2/m structure, obtained from an evolutionary structure search, at
P= 60 GPa; and c) the I41/a structure, found in MgGa, at P=100 GPa.

Figure 24. Relative ground-state enthalpies of various BeB crystal struc-
tures. The reference line is the high-pressure I41/a structure.
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All BeB structures are metallic at all pressures; see
Figure 25 below for their electronic densities of states per
electron at atmospheric pressure. Note that the R3̄m struc-

ture features 1) a square or step onset of the DOS at low en-
ergies, indicative of a two-dimensional electron system, and
2) a pronounced pseudogap at 3 eV above the Fermi energy,
which corresponds to a valence electron count of 22 elec-
trons per unit cell (there are 20 in BeB, with Z= 4), and
thus the composition BeB3 (with Z= 2).

Returning to the unusual finding of no range of stability
for a 1:1 stoichiometry, two comments may be made on
BeB:

1) The eutectic in the experimental phase diagram of Be/B
(Figure 1) is not very deep. There is just a relatively
small depression from the Be melting point. To the
extent that a eutectic is the outcome of both entropic sta-
bilization and electronic enthalpy preference, the “weak”
eutectic is an indication to us that in liquid Be�B effec-
tive interactions are not much more effective (i.e. , more
stabilizing) than Be�Be, or B�B. This is consistent with
no great stabilization for a 1:1 phase even in a ground
state.

2) Although no BeB phase, under various pressure condi-
tions, ever reaches the global stability line, structures of
this stoichiometry are also never far away from it. In
other words, there is not a compelling energetic gain for
the decomposition of BeB into other stoichiometries. Al-
though we cannot estimate reliably barriers for such
transformations (and they might be very low), the lack
of any large stabilization enthalpies on decomposition of
BeB might make possible its synthesis as a metastable
compound.

Yet other stoichiometries

Be5B2 : We calculated this compound, stabilized under high
pressures, in the orthorhombic space group 72, Ibam, with

four formula units per cell; its prototype is the Mg5Ga2

structure.[50] In this structure, Be5B2 features single boron
atoms in tenfold cavity sites of a network of beryllium
atoms (see the Supporting Information). We find the ground
state of this phase to be enthalpically stable under high pres-
sures. It is again a metallic phase at all pressures; its elec-
tronic stability is recognized by the position of the Fermi en-
ergies in distinct pseudogaps.

Be17B12 : This is again a quite unusual stoichiometry, but is
found in Mg17Al12, the g phase of the Mg�Al phase diagram.
It crystallizes in space group I4̄3m, in the crystal structure of
a-Mn (Pearson symbol cI58).[94,95] We find the ground state
for this phase to be significantly stabilized at high pressures,
almost reaching the convex hull of absolute stability at P=

320 GPa. This structure features beryllium atoms placed at
the center of Z16 Frank–Kasper polyhedra of Be4B12 com-
position. Bridging beryllium atoms then connect these poly-
hedra.

Conclusion

What is presented herein summarizes our current theoretical
understanding of the ground-state region of the Be�B
binary phase diagram, predicts structures for some com-
pounds for which such structures are not yet known, and ex-
plores the evolution of stable phases with increased pres-
sure. There are many such. The stoichiometries computed to
be stable or close to stability are shown in Figure 26, a sche-
matic diagram that gives the evolution of the stable and
metastable phases with increased pressure.

At atmospheric pressure, we find only BeB2.79 (a complex
phase by all accounts) to be stable with respect to decompo-
sition into the constituent elements. Several compounds are

Figure 25. Electronic DOS of various ground-state BeB crystal structures
(space groups indicated), all at P= 1 atm. Note in particular that all struc-
tures are metallic.

Figure 26. The stable ground-state compounds in the Be�B phase dia-
gram, and their evolution with pressure. Wide dark grey bars indicate
stable phases, wide (narrow) light grey bars indicate metastable that
which are at most 50 meV per atom (100 meV per atom) removed from
the global stability line.
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close to stability, most prominently Be4B. The stoichiometry
Be2B3 is known only as a high-temperature phase; we sug-
gest that it could be stable at lower temperatures as well.
But the structure of this phase is not known experimentally;
we suggest a structure of R3̄m symmetry with interesting
linear Be-B3-Be units for Be2B3. We also suggest possible
structures for the compound BeB4, a structure of P212121

symmetry that is related to the MgB4 structure type and
has the lowest enthalpy at atmospheric pressure; it should
quickly be replaced by any of different structures under in-
creasing pressure, most notably a Cmcm structure that
shares certain features with the Z phase of carbon. Howev-
er, we find the BeB4 stoichiometry to be enthalpically stable
in its ground state only at high pressures. For the Be2B
phase, experimentally seen at high temperatures, but calcu-
lated here in its ground state, we find an alternative to the
known fluorite structure, which is of C2/m symmetry and
features localized B2 pairs surrounded by a beryllium net-
work. We find this structure to be slightly more stable than
the fluorite structure, and to be even further stabilized
under pressure; an experimental study should detect here a
phase transition.

In general, given the great variety of metastable structures
found at every pressure, the mode of synthesis might have
an effect on what stoichiometry is found experimentally.
This is not an attempt to escape the responsibility of the the-
orist to predict; it is a statement of experimental reality.
With increasing pressure, stoichiometries on the boron-
richer side of the phase diagram are more stabilized. We
have not included the most boron-rich compounds known in
our calculations, as they feature partially occupied lattice
sites and are computationally too complex for us at this
time. But on the beryllium-rich side, a variety of stoichiome-
tries are close to absolute ground-state stability under high
pressures, and probably within the error bars of the calcula-
tions. These include the Be8B3 (see the Supporting Informa-
tion), Be5B2, Be2B, and Be17B12 stoichiometries and struc-
tures.

Overall, the BeB2 phase dominates the convex hull of the
ground-state regions at intermediate and high pressures,
along with BeB3, BeB4, and Be5B2.The stoichiometric BeB2

can be described as a Zintl phase, and several structure
types typically found in Zintl phases are competitive in this
compound. Whereas all the other structures we have found
are metallic, albeit with the Fermi level falling in a pseudo-
gap of varying depth and breadth, in the low- and intermedi-
ate-pressure range the BeB2 phase is semiconducting. It be-
comes metallic at high pressures. We never find a stable
ground-state 1:1 phase at any pressure, though this stoichi-
ometry does come close to stability (and we cannot com-
ment on the role of temperature).

Our calculations provide a range of detailed predictions
of structures for known stoichiometry but unknown struc-
ture at P=1 atm, and of the structures, some unexpected,
available to the Be�B system at elevated pressures.
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